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EGYPTIAN LOAN WORDS IN TlIE OLD TESTAMENT 

THOMAS 0. LA1W:BDIN 
JOHNS HOP=N8 UNnMR8ITY 

z > a in closed accented syllables, and a > o, z re- 
mained , and u> e in open accented positions; 
and (3) the lengthening of short accented vowels 
in open syllables, the precise date of which change 
has not yet been determined. 

The initial ef3 ort of Erman was followed by 
studies of various scholars mentioned individually 
in the references below; two persons in particular, 
however, should be named as having done a large 
share of the work in identification and discussion, 
namely W. M. Muller, as contributing editor of 
Gesenius-Buhl, Handworterbuch uber das Alte 
Testament, 17th edition (1915), and B. H. 
Stricker, whose study " Trois etudes de phonetique 
et de morphologie coptique," AO, 15 (1937), 1-20, 
represented to date the most extensive collection 
and discussion of Egyptian loan words in Hebrew. 

No attempt has been made in this short pre- 
sentation to include all words for which Egyptian 
prototypes have been suggested; 3 several words 
have been included, however, whose Egyptian ori- 
gin is very doubtful, but these words offer special 
problems which cannot be dismissed without spe- 
cial consideration. These include 'abrek, b?is, 
mezah, and tahra'. 

'Ebyon. "poor, needy, wretched." As early as 
1892 Erman4 pointed out the Egyptian origin of 
this word, which he indicates as a borrowing from 
Egyptian *ebyen, Coptic ebyen, from the root b'n, 
"bad, evil, wretched" (WB I, 442-4). This root 
is attested in Egyptian from the earliest times 
and survives in Coptic in two dif3 erent words, 
the above mentioned ebyen, " a poor, wretched per- 
son," (CD 53a) and boon: buune, etc., adj., 

8 For recent e2ramples of untenable etymologies not 
considered in this paper see H. G. Christiensen, " Zur 
Etymologie des Wortes Papier," OLz, 1 938, 204-5; E. 
Grimme, " Hebrew TTPT and TT, zwei Lehnworter aus 
dem Agyptischen," OLz, 1938, 149-52; N. Eerz, "Egyp- 
tian Words and Idioms in the Book of Job," OLz, 1913, 
343-46; and A. S. Yahuda, The Accuracy of the Bible 
(New York 1935), pp. 24, 66, 67, 107. 

' A. Erman, " Das Verhaltnis des Agyptischen zu den 
semitischen Sprachen," ZDM(;, 46 (1892), 109. 

THE PRESENCE of Egyptian loan words in Old 
Testament Hebrew has long been known, but aside 
from articles on particular problems and indi- 
vidual words, no attempt has been made to gather 
these words together into a unified study. Such 
is the purpose of the present paper. A. Erman 
published, in 1892, an article, " Das Verhaltnis 
des Agyptischen zu den semitischen Sprachen," 
ZDMG, 46, 93-129, in which several of the words 
treated below are mentioned either as loan words 
in Semitic or as cognates from a common Egypto- 
Semitic source. The process of distinguishing 
between these two types of words is still some- 
what arbitrary since the comparative phonology 
of Egypto-Semitic has not yet been completely 
worked out, but because the nature of the Egyp- 
tian consonantal system 1 and the approsimate 
chronology of its major vowel shifts are known,2 
the direction and the date of borrowing can be 
fised in most cases. Most important for our pur- 
poses are (1) the voiceless, unaspirated quality of 
Egyptian g and d as opposed to the voiceless, as- 
pirated k and t; (2 ) the great vowel shift of 
C. 1200 B. C., in which, generally, d > o, it > e, and 

References abbreviated in the text: 
Brockelmann: C. Brockelmann, Lescicon Syruwsm, 2nd 

ed. Halis Saxonum 1928. 
Dillmann: C. F. A. Dillmann, Lescicon linguae aethio- 

picae. Lipsiae 1865. 
Crum: W. Crum, A aOptic Dictionary. O2rford 

1939. 
GB17: W. Gesenius-F. Buhl, Bandworterbuch 

uber das Alte Testament. 17th ed., 
reprinted Berlin 1949. 

Lane: E. W. Lane, An Arobic-PJnglish Lescicon. 
London 1863-. 

WB: A. Erman and H. Grapow, W8rterbuch der 
apyptischen Sprache. Leipzig 1926-. 

1 See especially J. Vergote, Phonitique htstorique de 
l'Sgyptien ( Louvain 1945 ), and W. H. Worrel, aoptic 
Sounds (Ann Arbor 1934). 

2 Cf. E. Sethe, "Die Vokalisation des Xgyptischen," 
ZDXGf, 77 ( 1923 ), 145-207; W. F. Albright, " The Princi- 
ples of Egyptian Phonology," Rec. de Trav., 40, pp. 64 ff., 
and Vocalization of the PJgyptian Syllabic Orthopraphy 
(New Eaven 1934), pp. 15-18. 
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146 LAMBDIN: Egyptian Loan Words in the Old Testament 

" bad," with the feminine form boone: boone: 
boni: bani, lloun, " evil, misfortune " (CD 39). 
W. F. Albright5 suggests the following phonetic 
development: *(eV)b'une(w) > *ebyuneV (> iEeb. 
'ebyon) > ebyen. The original Hebrew pronuncia- 
tion may well have been *'ebyun; the pointing with 
o may represent a hypercorrection (cf. Zebulun and 
Gr. Ea,l3ovAzv) with possible analogy of other adJec- 
tives ending in -on. This word provides an excel- 
lent example of the vowel shift u > e in Late Egyp- 
tian and further agrees, in reconstruction, with all 
available evidence. The borrowing could not be 
later than the 12th century because of the o-vowel 
of the IIebrew. Aside from the evidence adduced 
by the form itself, the early entrance of the word 
into Canaanite is confirmed by its occurrence in 
Ugaritic;6 a feminine noun 'abynt7 (2 Aqht I: 
17 ), " wretchedness, misery," parallel to 'anh, 
"sigh," and a problematical 'abynm (313:6), a 
masc. pl. noun or adjective describing personnel, 
are attested. Even though the greater number of 
loan words are names of objects exchanged through 
commerce or cultural infusion, it is not unusual 
for a word of this sort to be borrowed. Such a term 
as 'ebyon may possibly have possessed derogatory 
significance and have been applied as such by 
Egyptians to a certain class of Semitic ( Canaanite) 
workers, very possibly in connection with shipping 
and shipping crews. A good parallel for the bor- 
rowing of such a word as this is found in Akk. 
mutskenu, "a poor man," which was taken over 
by Hebrew, Aramaic, Ethiopic, Arabic, and even 
French and Italian. 

'Abnet, "a girdle or sash, part of the priestly 
garments," is possibly to be connected with Eg. 
bnd (WB I, 465). See especially B. H. Stricker, 
" Trois etudes de phonetique et de morphologie 
coptique," AO, 15 (1937), 10; Josephus, Antiquity 
of the Jews, III, 155-6; iEIerodian, II KA'@OtKXS 

JIpoco8tas, ed. A. Lentz (Eerodtani Technici Ptreli- 
quiae, Leipzig, 186T, I, 219). 

'Abrek, Gen. 41: 43, an exclamatory word, has 
excited an immense number of suggestions and 
explanations, many of which are based on Coptic 

6 W. F. Albright, Vocalization of the Egyptian Sylla- 
bic Orthography (New Haven 1934), p. 18. 

eCf. C. H. Gordon, Ugaritic Bandbook (Rome 1947), 
p. 206, nos. 16, 17. 

F *'abyu!on(a)tu ( ?), pointed out by Virolleaud as 
perhaps the abstract of 'ebyin; La legende phenicienne 
de Danel (Paris 1936), p. 191. 

and are therefore useless, while others, though 
more sound historically, present insurmountable 
linguistic difficulties. If the word is indeed Egyp- 
tian, of which fact there is no certain proof, two 
possible equations have been suggested: (1) Eg. 
'b-r. k, " attention ! " by Spiegelberg,8 which 
Breasted approves on phonetic grounds but ques- 
tions because of the sing. k where one would e2r- 
pect pl. tn,9 and (2) Eg. brk, a Semitic loan word 
in Egyptian, equivalent to Eeb. berak, the impera- 
tive of which Brugsch would identify with 'abrek. 
Because a prosthetic aleph is not characteristic of 
3-rad. verbs in Egyptian,l° Spiegelberg's 'b-r. k 
must remain preferred, but by no means certain. 

'Ah, "a brazier for heating a room"; Eg. 'h 
( WB I, 223 ), " a brazier." 11 

'Ahtz, " grass, reed, as food for cattle." See es- 
pecially W. Spiegelberg, " Die Glruppe "h(j)," 
Rec. d e Trav., 24 ( 1902 ), 180-2. Egyptian "h (w ) 
referred originally to the land affected by the an- 
nual inundation, but came in later times to mean 
pasture land in general. The final u of the Hebrew 
word points to a very early borrowing, possibly in 
the Old Kingdom, when the final -w of the Egyp- 
tian word was still pronounced.l2 

8 W. Spiegelberg, " AbrEk," OLz, 1903, pp. 317-21. 
9 J. H. Breasted, review of W. Spiegelberg, Sgyptolo- 

gwshe Randglossen zurn Alten Testoment ( Strassburg 
1904), AJSL, 21 (1905), 248. 

1O K. Sethe, Das agyptssche Verburn ( Leipzig 1899), 
II, 216. 

11 W. M. Muller, " Zwei agyptische Worter im Hebra- 
ischen," OLz, 3 (lsoo), pp. 51-53, in attempting to ac- 
count for the aleph in Hebrew for Egyptian 'ayin, says 
that although the Egyptian 'ayin was preserved in the 
written language until the beginning of the Roman 
period, it may have disappeared in daily speech by 
Jeremiah's time. The very correct use of the 'ayin in 
the Aramaic transcriptions of Egyptian proper names 
in the Persian period contradicts this assumption. If the 
word came into Canaanite as 'ah before c. 1300 . c., the 
change to 'ah was automatic; the dissimilation of 'ayan 
to 'aleph was a natural consequence. 

12 This early borrowing of the word into Canaanite i8 

substantiated in part by a problematical 'ah in Ugaritic. 
This word occurs in connection with the meeting of Baal 
and Anath, located in 'ah smk. Virolleaud, " Anat et la 
Genisse," Syria, 17 (1936), pp. 157-8, prefers to identify 
'ah with Akk. abu, ;' bank, side "; the following smk, 
as a body of water, he equates with Lake Hule, called 
Samachonitis in antiquity. VV. F. Albright, Archaeology 
and the Relipion of Israel (Baltimore 1946), pp. 197-8, 
notes th;s passage in reference to an Egyptian version 
of the rape of Anath. As can be seen, the Ugaritic word 
preserves the original h of the Egyptian. 
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'Ahlamah, the name of precious stone (Ex. 28: 
19; 37:12). Eg. hnm.t (WB III, 199), a red 
precious stone from Nubia, used, among other 
things, as the material for scarabs and amulettes; 
for the equation of Eg. n and Heb. 5, compare 
lesem below. 

Etun. This word occurs only in Prov. 7: 16b: 
*hatubot 1s 'etun misrayim. Spiegelberg, in his 
discussion of Egyptian words in Ancient Greek,14 
identifies 'etun with Eg. dmj 15 (WB I, 153), 
" red linen," also the source of G#r. 060', O6OVtOV.16 

He suggests the vocalization *adumeVj *asdomeVjn 
patterned after Copt. fwof < *fwofeVw and amun 
< *emoneVw. A more correct form would be 
*esdamej, which after c. 1200 B. C. would have be- 
come (') edom. It is most likely that the word was 
taken over into Semitic from this form, becoming 
in Phoenician ( ?) * etom > * eton > * etun. From 
the second stage is derived the G#reek oOo'"7; the 
last is at the base of Hebrew 'etun. The dissimi- 
lation of m to n is paralleled by such words as 
siryam, siryon; the change of o to u is a coastal 
phenomenon but has remained intact in Eebrew, 
unlike ebyon above. 

l, " island, coastal lands," Phoen. syo17 Both are 
to be traced to Eg. w (WB I, 47), " island," which 
survives in Coptic only as part of the name Pilakh, 
Philae. There is too little evidence to ascertain 

13 G. Beer (apud Kittel, Biblia Hebraica, 4th ed.) sug- 
gests, in view of LXX XaTp"Ka hitteti. But note the early 
occurrence of htb in Elephantine Aramaic. 

14 W. Spiegelberg, "Zgyptische Lehnworter in der al- 
teren griechischen Sprache," ZVS, 41, p. 130. 

lb The root 'dm in Egyptian, attested only in this word 
and its feminine form, is apparently an early borrowing 
from Semitic, where it is of wide-spread occurrence: 
Heb. 'd xn and derivatives, Ugaritic 'd xn ( piel ? ), " to 
rouge oneself," Akk. adaxnu, " dark red," adaxntu, " dark 
blood," Arab. 'adaxna, " to be brown." 

16 For a discussion of this word in Greek see H. Lewy, 
Die sexnitischen Frexndworter ixn Griechischen ( Berlin 
1895), pp. 124-5. 

17 D. D. Luckenbill, "Jadanan and Javan," ZA, 28 
(1912), pp. 92-99, would identify with our word the first 
element of Jadanan (spelled Yadana in the inscriptions 
of Sargon II, Yadanana in those of Esarhaddon). This 
identification, however, is open to serious doubt from both 
linguistic and geographical consideration. As Albright 
has pointed out ( " Some Oriental Glosses on the Homeric 
Problem," AJA, 54 tl950], pp. 171-2), the element Ya' 
is the name of Cyprus and forms the basis of Gr. Iaones 
= Ya + the gentilic pl. -ones. 

the original vocalization with exactitude, but a type 
* zwe or * twe would perhaps be most satisfactory.l8 

'XJpah, " a certain measure," Eg. 'p. t, idem. See 
E. Sethe, " Soptische Etymologien," ZAS, 41 
(1904), 143, and " Zur agyptischen Herkunft des 
hebraischen Masses Epha," ZAS, 62 (1927), 61. 

Bahat, " a costly stone," LXX crFclpagy3tT77s, Esth. 
1: 6. W. M. Muller, in GB17 s. v., suggests an 
equation of this word with Eg. 'bStj (WB Is 64), 
"a type of stone from Nubia." The correspond- 
ence t-t speaks against such an identification, 
however, as it does with the suggested Arabic 
cognate bahf, defined by R. Dozy, Supptement aux 
dicfionnaires arabes, as "une pierre qu' on trouve 
dans l'Ocean Atlantique . . . Sa couleur ressemble 
a celle de la marcassite, et les Orienteaux lui attri- 
buaient des qualites marveilleuses." 19 

Bus, " byssus, linen." This word is found ex- 
tensively in the Semitic languages: Syr. busa, 
adj. busana (Brockelmann 63a), Akk. busu,20 
businnu,21 Phoen. b (w)s,22 Eth. btsos (Dillmann 
510, < Gr. ,livocros), Arab. bazz ( !) and btsat 
( < G#r. ); 23 the word found its way into G#reek as 
AvcJcrosn24 and thence into Latih and other Euro- 

18 This is in agreement with the earlier *tw proposed 
by Albright, Vocalization, p. 23, on the basis of the above 
mentioned evidence and the use of this word as ' in the 
syllabic orthography. 

19 Cf. R. Dozy, Su,pplement au,x dictionnaires arabes, 
s. v. It seems more probable that 'bhtj in Egyptian i8 

an adjectival formation from the regional name 'b h't, 
somewhere in Upper Egypt or further south. This is 
even more convincing in the light of the once attested 
spelling 'bh,wty (A. Erman, " Zauberspruche fur Mutter 
und Kind," p. 45, Rs. 4, 7). For a more recent evalua- 
tion of the material see K. Sethe, " Die Bau- und Denk- 
malsteine der alten Agypter und ihre Namen," Sitzungs- 
berichte der preussischen Akademie der Wissenschaften 
( Berlin 1933), p. 911. 

20Only in the late Assyrian and Babylonian periods 
as far as I can determine; cf. S. Langdon, Die neubaby- 
lonische Konipsinschrif ten ( Leipzig 1912 ), p. 70 ( Nabo- 
polassar !, and L. NVatcrman, Royal Correspondence of 
the Assyrian lEJmpire (Ann Arbor 1930), No. 568. 

21 See H. Holma, "Assyr. buinnu 1. Verbascum, 2. 
Docht," OLz, lfi ( 1913 ), pp. 291-2. Note the expressions 
bit bukini eri and bit busini parzills, F. Thureau-Dangin, 
Une Relation de la huitieme campagne de Sarporw ( Paris 
1912), lines 363 and 365. 

22 Bs in the Rlmw inscription ( Zenjirli, 9th cent. ); 
bw, Late Punic (Carthage), CIS I, 166, A. 6. 

2S K. Vollers, " Beitrage zur Kenntnis der lebenden 
arabischen Sprache in Agypten," ZDMA, 51, p. 295. 

24 H. Lewy, Die semitischen Fremdworter im Greich- 
ischen, p. 125. 
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mainly in the Smith Surgical Papyrus and signi- 
fying "stiff (linen) rolls," is hard to square with 
Breasted's detailed note on that word.30 

Bohan, in the phrase 'eben bohan, which is found 
in Is. 28: 16, is usually regarded as a construct 
element, " stone of testing," i. e., a well-tested 
stone." :K. Sethe, however, has presented 31 an 
interesting suggestion on the latter word by identi- 
fying it with Eg. bhn.w (WB I, 471), New :King- 
dom bhn. He has treated the word bhn. w in great 
detail, so I shall note only the following points: 
Eg. bhn.w covers a variety of stones found in the 
Wadi Hammamat, varying from black to green in 
color, but is not basalt, as many have maintained; 
it is more closely associated with granite and dio- 
rite. The original meaning of the root bhn in Eg., 
according to Sethe, is " sichern, spahen "; the use 
of bEn.w as a touchstone (see Sethe loc. Cit. for 
proof) thus allows a connection of its name with 
that root and somewhat more securely establishes 
the Egyptian ownership of the word. Sethe's read- 
ing of 'eben bohan as " touchstone " in the passage 
above greatly enhances the translation: " There- 
fore, thus says the Lord God: ' Behold, I lay in 
Zion a stone, a foqzchsfone, a precious stone, as 
the corner-stone of a sure foundation; he who 
belielres shall not be worried'." One must, how- 
ever, disagree with Sethe's *bahan, since such a 
prototype would have yielded *bohan in Hebrew 
(cf. hotam); we have, on the contrary, a qutl- 
form *buhn. It would seem that the verb in 
Hebrew must be secondary to this noun, especially 
since no verb bEn is found in Egyptian meaning 
" to examine, test." The other Semitic attesta- 
tions of the root are Syriac bavhhen, "to examine, 
test," which seems to be denominative, and the 
noun buhanci, " a testing." It is impossible to state 
definitely that all of these are to be traced to the 
Egyptian word, but in the light of the present 
evidence, this seems more than a likelihood.32 

Bsbhan, " a watch tower," Jer. 32: 14, has been 
ident;fied with Eg. bhn, " castle, fortress." No 
clear idea of its original socalization is possible 
because of the apparent variant bhyn in Is. 23: 13 

so J. H. Breasted, The Edw*nt Smith Surpical Papyrus 
(Chicago 1930), pp. 239-40. 

a1 K. Sethe, " Die Bau- und Denkmalsteine der alten 
Agypter und ihre Namen," pp. 864-912. 

32 For the difficulties in identifying Greek bdsanos 
with Eg. Dhn.w see K. Sethe, op. crt., p. 908. 

pean languages. The origin of the word has es- 
cited a considerable amount of commentary; one 
faction would consider it Indo-European,25 the 
other, F,gyptian. Muller (GBl7 s. v.) would equate 
bib$ with Eg. p-wo$, by which I assume he means 
p'-w'g, which I have not been able to locate. 
Spiegelberg 26 proposes a straight identification 
with Eg. w'g.t (WB I, 268), "a green material 
for clothing." Ee considers the representation of 
initial w with b as common enough to offer no 
great difficulty but says that one would expect a 
feminine form bu.sah. Even this is not too difficult 
with the parallel Heb. $otan, Eg. *datna(t). 
Spiegelberg, however, suggests the possibility that 
a masc. collective wzg existed side by side with 
w,g.t; he further points out that b?X$ must have 
been borrowed before the change g > d, that is, 
before or during the Middle Kingdom. This ob- 
servation is justltr made in view of the fact that 
this word is written mostly with the hieroglyph 
W'd (Gardiner No. M. 13), which in New Egyp- 
tian is used to write such words as wdh and swd, 
forms known from other spellings to contain d 
and not g.27 The use of this sign also indicates 
that at an early period the ateph had quiesced; 
in fact, there is clear evidence that as early as the 
Middle liingdom words written with this sign no 
longer contained the ateph.28 There are two seri- 
ous objections to the identification of w'g.t and 
bu$: the representation of Eg. w by Semitic b 
would be unique with this example, though not 
impossible, and is not ameliorated by the intro- 
duction of Egypto-Coptic parallels, where the 
phonetic situation is somewhat diflSerent. Also 
troublesome is the q4-vowel found universally in 
the cognates. If the word were taken into Semitic 
as *b4$, we should expect *bo$ in Hebrew, not bm 
(unless imported £rom the coastal areas), and 
b4$u in Akkadian. In spite of these objections, 
the identification is not altogether impossible, but 
very questionable. Albright's suggestion that this 
word is Eg. bg' (TVB I, 488),29 a rare word attested 

25I. Scheftelowitz, Arssches sm Alte¢ Testoment (Ber- 
lin 1901), p. 41. 

26 \v. Spiegelberg, " Xgyptische Lehnw8rter in der al- 
teren griechischen Sprache," ZYS, 41, pp. 128-9. 

27 K. Sethe, Das apyptische Yerbt6m I, p. 97. 
28 Ibid-, p. 187 
29 C. G. Hl)wie, The Date and Composition of P7zekiel, 

JBL Monograph Series, Vol. IV ( Philadelphia 1950 ), 
p. 51. 
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(so the Dead Sea Scrolls), which may or may not 
be the same word. 

Gome', " reeds "; cf. Eg. Aram. gm' (A. Cowley, 
Aramaic Papyri of the Ftifth Century B. C., 0x- 
ford, 1923, No. 15: 15) and Eth. gome', papyrus 
nilotica (Dillmann 1149). It has been suggested 
that the Eg. word underlying these is qmt (WB 
V, 37), "a reed," attested in the New }iingdom 
and the Greek period. It has survived in Coptic 
as S. B. kam. Stricker 33 proposes the vocalization 
*gum', which seems improbable in the light of the 
Coptic derivative. Vycichl,34 on the other hand, 
suggests an original *qtm5ww > *qamPw > *qame'is 
(as the borrowed form) > *gome'; the ending -ew 
was lost in Coptic by normal phonetic process and 
the z became c in the closed accented syllable. For 
another e2rample of tenal lengthening upon bor- 
rowing and subsequent change of a to o he com- 
pares Heb. Sotan and Eg. Aatna(t). Two serious 
objections arise from this identification: (1) the 
chronology of the changes involved, and (2) the 
representation of Eg. q by Heb. 9. The change of 
t to s6 in Egyptian must have been after c. 1200 
B. C., to judge from the Amarna and Boghazkoi 
transcriptions; the a>o shift in Canasnite had 
been in effect at least before 1400 B. O. and was 
probably not operative at this late date. Dr. 
Albright suggests the following solution to the 
problem of vocalization: the parallel in Sotan 
must be discarded since the Assyrians also heard 
simply {ia ne. Sotan is probably due to the analogy 
of Sotar, Gr. >,oopa-, Arab. Zqzghar, and has nothing 
to do with the original vocalization. The original 
form, in view of Copt. kam, was apparently 
*qwmzeVwn which came over into Canaanite as 
*q/gtm'u > *g?m'qb (by assimilation of z to qn) 
> gome'. As for the interchange of q and g, our 
evidence is too poor to preclude the possibility, 
since our only other example is Heb. qallahat, Eg. 
qrh.t. The representation may, however, owe its 
origin to non-phonetic conditions; the Ethiopic 
cognate gome' with 'ayin is provocative.35 

3S B. H. Stricker, " Trois dtudes de phondtique et de 
morphologie coptique," AO, XV (1937), p. 6. 

34 \\/'. Vycichl, '; Agyptische Ortsnamen in der Bibel," 
ZAS, 76 (1940), p. 92. 

35 In the light of Syriac gama', demersus fuit, Aram. 
gama', " to drink," and Eth. gem ( e) 'e, vas aIquidi} it 
seems possible that there existed in Semitic a root gm' 
associated with the idea of soaking up and containing 
a liquid. In Hebrew, however, we find the two forms 

Dayo, "ink," hapcsc. Ieg., Jer. 36: 18. Muller,38 
though he can adduce no etymology, considers this 
word as unquestionably Egyptian. In the Semitic 
languages we find as alleged cognates Aram. 
dayutv, Syr. idem, and Arab. dawat, "inkstand." 
Since the Aramaic and Syriac may be secondary 
forms based on Hebrew dayo, the Hebrew word 
alone should receive our closest attention. I am far 
from sure that the Arabic word is even related; 
it has no apparent etymology in that language. 
Nor have I been able to find any word in Egyptian 
which would qualify as the prototype of dayo; the 
greatest difficulty is the initial d which would be 
practically impossible in an Egyptian importation. 
Since no Semitic etymology presents itself, I would 
like to suggest the possibility that Heb. dayo is a 
graphic error £or rayo^, which I would equate with 
Eg. ry . t ( WB II, 399), " ink," spelled ry (with- 
out the t) in the New :liingdom and vocalized, 
perhaps, *reyat > *raya (cf. b't, Copt. ebyo, from 
*'ebya(t) < *b'at) . Another possible form, assum- 
ing further error in the Hebrew spelling, i. e., roy., 
could point to Eg. *rayat > *raya(t) > *roy. 

Bobntm, " ebony," Eg. hbnj ( WB II, 487) . On 
the basis of the Hebrew form an Egyptian proto- 
type *hubnej may be reconstructed, thus providing 
another clear example of the X > e vowel shift; cf. 
Greek ,lievos. 

E[n, "a liquid measure," Eg. hn.w (WB II, 
493), " a type of vessel, a measure of about .45 lit. 
A cuneiform writing is found in el-Amarna Letter 
No. 14, III, 62, hi-na. Note also Coptic htn. 

Zeret, "a span (as a measure)"; Targum and 
Syriac zarto (<Hebrew). Eth. sezr, usually ad- 
duced as a cognate, rests on a somewhat untenable 
etymology of J. Halevy (REJ, XI, pp. 60-77!. 
Bondi37 identifies this word with Eg. gr.t (WB 
V, 584), "hand," also (Dyn. XVIII), "a hand- 
ful," Copt. tore: tori: toli; toot-: tot-. He would 

yagamme' (Job 39: 24) and hagms'tnx (Gen. 24: 17), 
rendered in the Septuagint by dfaves and tOTI<JOV re- 
spectively; a connection with the root gm' above is cer- 
tainly indicated. It may be that gome' has been affected 
in its initial sound by the root gm' and the latter has 
suffered a change from gm' to gm' because of gome'. 
The mixture of these two roots is further attested in 
Ethiopic where the loan word gome' seems to be a modi- 
fication from gome' on the analogy of Sem. gm'. 

36 W. M. Muller, " Zwei agyptische Worter im Eebra- 
ischen," OLt, 3 (1900), p. 51, note 2. 

3T Bondi, " Die Bezeichnung der agyptischen Spanne," 
7AS, 32 (1894), p. 132. 
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likewise deri+Je Coptic erto, "a span," from the 
compound gr. t-" . t > *terto, and by false division, 
t.erto. Sethe38 opposes this identification on the 
grounds that the word gr.t had already become 
g,. t in the Pyramid texts. The existence of Coptic 
tore etc., however, seems to indicate that this 
change took place only in the status constr¢ctus 
or in other special cases or regions. The borrow- 
ing into Semitic must have taken place at an early 
date, in the Middle lVingdom or before, when a 
form *gart- was current. The final t of the iEIebrew 
form is troublesome, since final t in Egyptian was 
lost quite early. The absolute form must have 
been *garat in Old Kingdom Egyptian; the Sem- 
ites (Northwestern) apparently borrowed this as 
*gartu > zeret. 

* .Eantktm (only hantk[y]w, Gen. 14 :14), 
" armed retainers." 39 Albright 40 is responsible 
for having shown correctla, against Yahuda,4l that 
this word, found also in cuneiform transcription 
( Canaanite source ) as h-na-kt4-t4-ka,42 is proba- 
bly of Egyptian origin. As he has pointed out, 
the F,gyptian word from which it comes, hnk.w!, 
is attested from the early period of Egyptian his- 
tory43 and has in that language a good etymology.44 

38 K. Sethe, Das apyptische Verbum I, 183, note 1. 
89 Generally considered a derivative of hnk, " ein- 

weihen " (GB17) . Jensen (ZA, I, 20) and Lewy's 
(Ffremdworter, p. 75 ) attempt to link this word with 
Gr. eurov%os is not convincing; the usual Greek etymology 
(eVr77 + e%X! which Lewy would then label a folk ety- 
mology, is nevertheless a perfectly good compound and 
quite in keeping with the usage of the word in Greek. 

4°W. F. Albright, "Mitannian maryannu, chariot- 
warrior," AfO, 6 (1931), p. 22. 

41 A. S. Yahuda, Die Sprache des Pentateuchs, p. 282, 
erroneously attributes the borrowing to the Egyptians 
from Canaanite. 

42 W. F. Albright, " A Prince of Taanach in the Fif- 
teenth Century," BASOR, 94 ( 1944 ), pp. 12-27, letter 
No. 6 ( p. 24 ) from Amenophis to Rewassa, lines 6-8: 
sa-ni-tam la-a-mi i-na ma-an-sa-ar-ti i-ba-as [u] ha-na- 

ku-t4-ka. 
'3 Cf. K. 8,ethe, " Die Achtung feindlicher Fursten," 

Abhand lq4ngen d er preq4ssischen Akad emie d er Wissen- 
schaf ten, Phil.-hist. Klasse, 1926, No. 5, passim; note 
also p. 15. G. Posener, Princes et pays d'Asie et de 
Nubie (Brussels 1940), pp. 26-8, prefers to read sqrjw 

in place of Sethe's hnk w on the basis of evidence pre- 
sented by the Brussels texts. B. van de Walle, in the 
appendix of that same work, however, defends Sethe's 
reading and accounts for the difference between the two 
spellings as either ( 1 ) a graphic ( scribal ) error ( or 
oversight), or (2) as an organic difference between the 
texts of the vases and those of the statuettes. 

44 Cf. WB III, 117. The verb hnk, " to send (a gift) ," 

Albright further suggests in the light of ha-nv- 
ku-u-ka that the IIebrew word should be vocalized 
*.hanv7vtm > Biblical *har/,aktm. A further point in 
favor of its foreign origin is the lack of a con- 
vincing Semitic etymology.45 

*Eartom, " a learned magician of the Egyptian 
court," found only in the plural, hartummtm (Gen. 
41:8, 24; Ex. T:11, 22; 8:3, 14, 15; 9:11). 
This word, which has been variously identified 
with the root hrt,46 and with Arab. hatm, h¢rtqxm, 
"the nasalizing ones,"47 has been treated rather 
fully bv Stricker,48 who defends its Egyptian ori- 
gin. In 1910 H. Ranke49 denied the connection 
between cuneiform hartibi, mentioned in an Assy- 
rian list of persons and occupations along with 
magicians, seers, Egyptian scribes, and the like,50 
and the aborre mentioned Hebrew word. Subse- 
quently, however, in 1925, Spiegelberg published 51 

a short study of the Demotic word hr-tp, EIr-tb, 
the title of a priest or magician; he identified the 
word with the second element of the older title 
hry-hb hr-tp, which he prefers to translate as 
" Vorlesepriester und Oberhaupt " rather than the 
traditional "oberster Vorlesepriester," taking the 
second element as coordinate rather than attribu- 
tive.52 Stricker, however, was the first to identify 

is as old as the Pyramid texts; the many derivatives of 
this verb attest its antiquity as well, especially in view 
of the diversity of meaning. Note also mhnk, WB II, 
129, also an Old Eingdom word. 

45 Heb. hnk (and perhaps Arab. hnk, " intellexit, firma- 
vit, etc." ) could lead to meaningful derivatives in the 
passage in question, but consideration of the total setting 
and circumstances of the narrative rather forces one to 
accept the Egyptian word and its meaning. 

46 Ewald, Ausfuhrliches Lehrbuch der hebraischen 
Sprache ( Leipzig 1885 ), p. 368 ( No. 163 f. ) . 

47G. Hoffman, "Versuche zu Amos," ZAW, 3 (1883), 
p. 89. 

*8 B. H. Stricker, " Trois etudes," p. 6. See also the 
short notice in A. H. Gardiner, " The House of Life," 
JhlA, 24 (1938!, p. 164. 

49 H. Ranke, Keilschriftliches Material zq4r altapyp- 
tischen TTokalisation (Berlin 1910), p 37, note 1. 

60 For the text see C. H. W. Johns, Assyrion Deeds 
and Docq4meets, No. 851, IV, 2. 

61 W. Spielgelberg, " Die Lesung des Titels, Vorlese- 
priester, Zauberer, in den demotischen Texten," Demotica 
I, page 5, in the Sitzq4ngsberichte der bayerischen Aka- 

d e-mie d er ll'issenschaf ten, philosophisch-philologische 
und historische Klasse, 1925, 6te Abhandlung (Munich 
1925 ) . 

63 As a result for the loss of the first element he cites 
the old title 'my-r, which survived in Coptic only as le, 

in lemeese and Gr. Pelazas. 
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Tabba'at, " a signet-ring, seal," Ar. taba' (vocal- 
ized on analogy with hatam?), Syr. tabta; 14th 
century cuneiform timbx'u, timbu'eti (el-Amarna 
25: I, 69?; II, 20; pl. 10: 45; Il: rev. 25). The 
Egyptian word from which all these are derived 
is gb'.t (XUB X, 566), "a seal," attested in the 
Old Kingdom and afterward. This has survived 
in Coptic as S. tebbe, with the verb toobe, C'to 
seal." The unification of all these forms is accom- 
plished only with some difficulty: the Hebrew 
form appears to be a very early borrowing with the 
preservation of the final -t, whereas the Amarna 
form shows the loss of the same. From these two 
words it would appear that the original form was 
approximately *gJbbw'wt. If this is so, the system 
may be presented as *gubba'at > *dAbbatt (> Heb. 
*tubbatt > ?*tabbatt > tabba'at) > *dtzlbbe' (> cunei- 
form *tubbi'tt > *tumbu'u > timbu'u, with dissimi- 
lation) > tebbe. Its occurrence in the other Semitic 
languages seems to be secondary to the verbal forms 
which may be borrowings from Canaanite. 

Tene', tan'aka, "basket," Eg. dn' (WB V, 467), 
"a basket for fruit, corn, etc.," attested from the 
Middle Kingdom onward: *danZa(t). 

Ya'or, originally "the Nile," then "a river " in 
general. The Egyptian word for the river Nile 
was 'trw (WB I, 146), but during the New iKing- 
dom and later spellings without the t are well 
attested, hence 'rw. For a detailed discussion of 
the loss of the t see W. ATycichl, " Agyptische 
Ortsnamen in der Bibel," ZAS, 76 (1940), pp. 
81-2, where a development *'atreww > *'arre(w) 
> *'azreV(w) is indicated. The assumption of an 
intermediate form *'arre (w) is hardly justified 
from the evidence we possess. If such a phe- 
nomenon had occurred one would expect a larger 
number of 's in New Egyptian resulting from 
earlier gemination; such is not the case. Albright 55 

considers the change sporadic and due to careless 
pronunciation of a very common word. Ya'or must 
have been borrowed before the aleph in correspond- 
ing position quiesced in early IIebrew, i. e., before 
the Amarna Age. Our word belongs to that par- 
ticular class of nouns, like ba'er, za'eb, whose 
Masoretic vocalization is a result of hypercorrec- 
tion based on historical spelling; read yor, ber, zeb. 

:Ketem, a type of gold found in Ophir and 

60 W. F. .&lbright, Review of J. Vergote, Phondtique 
htstorique de l'Egyptren, les consonnes, JAOS, 66 ( 1946), 
pp. 316-20. 

these three words with one another,53 and in con- 
firmation of Spiegelberg's explanation adds an 
attested hrj-tp in the Papyrus Harris, where the 
hrj-tp are mentioned in the role of magicians or 
learned men. In spite of all this, it still seems 
impossible to equate all these forms with one 
another; the chief difficulties, briefly put, are 
(1) Eg. t should be represented both in Hebrew 
and cuneiform by t, not t, (2) the n of hartum- 
mtm and the b of hartibi are not the anticipated 
equivalents of :Eg. p, (3) the element hry of hry-tp 
should be vocalized approximately *ehrwy, as is 
known from cuneiform ihri-ptta (for Eg. hry- 
pg.t). If the assumption that hartummtm was 
Egyptian originally is to be proven, some form 
such as Eg. *hr-db(') must be found having a 
corresponding meaning. Further, in view of har- 
tibi, the form should be *her-dtbe or the like; it 
is also possible that -tibi represents Eg. *-debe 
< *-dube. We must conclude, then, that (1) Eg. 
hry-tp is not directly related to Heb. hartm4mmtm 
or to cuneiform hGlrtitbi, and (2) that the Eg. proto- 
type of these two would be approx. *hr-db (') . Our 
word is attested several times in Biblical Aramaic 
(I)an. 2:10, 27; 4: 4; 5:11), referring each time 
to magicians at the court of Nebuchadnessar. These 
occurrences probably represent a generalization of 
the term; the earlier attestations of the Hebrew 
word make an Egyptian original very likely, but 
it is not yet demonstrable. 

lTotam, "seal, signet ring," hatam, "to seal,n' 
and a secondary hotemet (< *h>tomfu). This root 
and its derisratives are found extensively through- 
out the Semitic languages; cf. Arab. hfltam, etc., 
Syr. hatama, etc., Eth. moStam, etc. Z. Harris 54 
cites a Phoenician htrn (CIS I, 118), which he 
tentatively translates as "signet officer," following 
the editors of CIS I, p. 14S, who equate this htns 
with Lat. "sigellarium vel cancellarium." All of 
these correspond to Eg. htm, " a seal, signet-ring," 
attested from the earliest stages of the lallguage; 
Coptic S. B. sotm and S. stam, B. stham, A2. F. 
stem. All the Semitic nominal forms point to a 
prototype *hatam, and the long a of the Syriac 
and Arabic forms points to a borrowing before 
C. 1200 B. C. The widespread use of this word in 
Semitic indicates an even earlier borrowing. 

68 Loc. crt. 
64 Z. Earris, A Grammar of the Phoenicron Language, 

p. 105. 
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considered very valuable, must be compared with 
Eg. ktm.t, also "gold," attested only in the syl- 
labic orthography. Albright reads the word as 
ku-c-m-t, kq-ta-m-tn56 and refers it to a Canaanite 
*kotemt(a), or the like, derived from Akk. kv 
tzmmu, " goldsmith," itself a Sumerian loan word. 
Hence it would appear that the word is £oreign 
to both Hebrew and Egyptian and is ultimately 
Sumerian.5 

Lesem, " a precious stone " (Es. 28: 19; 39: 12) . 
W. M. Muller (GtB17 s. v.) equates this correctly 
with Eg. nsm (WB II, 339), more properly nsm.t, 
" a white-blue felspar." For the equivalence of 
Eg. n and Eeb. I compare lamah above. 

Mezah, "girdle" (Ps. 109:19), "dam" (Is. 
23: 10). This word and Assyrian mezah, mezehu, 
have been identified with Eg. mgkh, "girdle," used 
only in the phrase cs-mgh, " to bind on the girdle, 
i. e., to attain puberty "; Copt. mugh: mqxgh: 
magh. In Job. 12: 21 we have also a construct 
mazzh. Of the three occurrences of our word in 
Hebrew, in only one does the Septuagint render- 
ing correspond to the Hebrew (Ps. 109: 19b); the 
passages in Isaiah and Job are difficult to under- 
stand. Equally troublesome are Akk. mezah, found 
only in a syllabary VR 32, 40b, explained as sa 
q4pptti, and meziSu, which Jastrow identifies with 
Heb. mazzh (AJSL, 15, p. 75, line 8). The Coptic 
£orms indicate an Eg. qatl-form *magk which can- 
not be reconciled with the Semitic words. 

*Marah. The verb *maroh, found only in Is. 
38: 21, " to anoint a wound," is mentioned by 
Albright as being a loan word in Semitic,58 closely 
related to Egyptian mrh . t, " ointment." He places 
the origin of m7rh in Egyptian for the very good 
reason that it has in that language an etymology: 
mrh . t is an m- nominal formation, attested as 
early as the Old lSingdom (WB II, 111), from 
the root qwrh, "to anoint" (WB I, 334). The 
widespread occurrence of the root rnrh in Semitic 
(Heb., Aram., Arab) points to a comparatively 

s6W. F. Albright, VocaZizatzons p. 61 (XVII, C, 11). 
7 Cf. H. Zimmern, Akkadische Frewdworter als Be- 

seis fur babylonischegn EsltureinNuss (Leipzig 1915 ), 
p. 27. 

68 W. F. Albright, c; In Reply to Dr. Gaster's Observa- 
tion," BASOR, 93 (1944), p. 24. This possibility was 
pointed out earlier, however, by F. Calice, Gdrflundlagen 
eler agyptisch-seenstischen Wortseq*gles¢hung ( Wien 
1936), No. 566. 

early borrowing.59 Albright also points out the 
distinction between the root mrh and mrh, the 
latter being Semitic and different in meaning.6° 

Nopek, usually translated as a precious stone 
(Es. 28: 18; 39: 11; Ezek. 27: 16; 28: 13); puk, 
'; stibium, eye-paint " (II Kings 9: 30; Jer. 4: 30; 
Is. 54: 11; I Chron. 29: 2). Dr. Albright has 
kindly made available to me his notes on these 
two words, and it is to these that I owe the fol- 
lowing observations. Both of the words are Egyp- 
tian in origin, the former from 0. K. mfk't, M. B;. 
mf'kt,6l N. K. mfk(t), " turquoise, malachite," 62 
WB II, 56, and the latter from a shorter form 
fk,t: f,kt: fk(t). The vocalization of mfk't is 
ascertained from the Ijate Assyrian transcription 
P-ha-at-ti-hu-ru-un kt of the Eg. name Pr- 
Elthr-(nb.t)-mfk'.t, written both with and with- 
out the nb.t in the 8th and 7th centuries (Cf. 
Gauthier II, 188). The cuneiform stands for a con- 
temporary *Pey-.Eathorzqnfeke; the phonetic his- 
tory of the final word is reconstructed by Albright 
thus: O. S. *mefukakt > M. K. *mfuka(') > 
*nfukeV (> Efeb. *nupuk-nupuk > nopek) > *nfike 
> *nfeke (> Assyr. un/eki). The short form was 
obviously puk < *fuk(e) < M. S. *fuka(') < O. S;. 
*fxka,at. This word may now be added to the 
many known examples showing the late Egyptian 
sound-shift X > e; the Hebrew form was borrowed 
before the change, the Assyrian transcription is 
afterward.63 

Neter, ';rliter," probably "natron." This word 
is not limited only to the Semitic languages, but 

59As a point of interest, a denominative verb tnrh, 
"to anoint," ea:ists also in Egyptian (WB II, 1113. 

6°F. Calice (op. cit., note 80) does not consider the 
two Arabic forms as distinct; he says, "Marra8,a ver- 
dankt sein Fa wohl einer Kontamination mit nwarh, 
Holz durch dessen Reibung man Feuer macht." 

61 Whether actual metathesis of the ' is represented by 
this spelling, or whether it is an erroneous historical 
spelling with misplacement of a now unpronounced ' is 
not clear. 

62 V. Loret, " La turquoise chez les anciens Egyptiens," 
B:emi, I (1928), pp. 99-114. 

63 The non-existence of Sk. aupakk adduced by 
Muller, " Der lupakku-nophek Stein," OLz, 1899, pp. 39- 
41, as a cognate, has been demonstrated by J. Enudtzon, 

Der angenommene lupakku-nophek Stein," BzA, 4 
(1902), pp. 324-5. Greek fVKOS, taken by Lev (Frd- 
worter, p. 47) and Boisacq (s.v.) as a loan word from 
puk, is doubtful; Albright prefers to consider it unre- 
lated to the Egyptian word on the basis of the early 
meaning " sea-weed " found in Homer, Iliad, 9: 7, and of 
incorrect phonetic correspondence ( ; should be fuxos " ) . 
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has become current in most European tongues 
through the intermediary of Greek and Latin. The 
Egyptian original, attested in the Pyramid texts, 
is ncrj, later ntry. The early writing of this word 
with c is conclusive evidence that the Egyptian 
word is the prototype of the many and widespread 
occurrences. In Semitic we find Heb. neter, Aram. 
nitra, Akk. nitirts, nitru>; 84 in early IE languages 
we have Hittite nitrt ( ?)65 and Greek VLTpOVn AItwOOV. 

In consideration of the representation in the vari- 
ous languages, the original vocalization must have 
been approsimately *nttrevj; the borrowing by 
Semitic and Hittite must have taken place before 
the Late Egyptian sound shift (c. 1200 B. O.) but 
after the change of c to t. The precise meaning 
of ntrj is discussed by Lucas: 66 niter is technically 
incorrect as a translation. Ntrj, now properly 
natron, is a natural soda consisting essentially of 
sodium carbonate and sodium bicarbonate, not of 
potassium nitrate, which today is known as niter. 

Sup, " fresh-water reed, sea-weed." On three 
occasions (Es. 2:13, 15; Is. 19:6) sup is used 
in reference to the reeds (papyrus) of Egypt; 
a single occurrence is attested (Jonah 2: 6) where 
the generalized meaning "sea-weed" is obviously 
meant. The most frequent use of the word, how- 
ever, is in the phrase yam-sup, traditionally trans- 
lated as the Red Sea, but actually referring to the 
Great Papyrus Marsh to the North, crossed by 
Moses and the Israelites in the e2rodus from Egypt. 
The Egyptian original of the word is cwfy, " papy- 
rus, papyrus thicket" (WB V, 359), attested first 
in New Egyptian. The spelling, which at first 
appears to be syllabic, is probaably consonantal in 
view of Coptic S. gouf: B. comf, conf. From the 
Coptic, one would expect an original *cawfeVy or 
the like; the Eebrew form, however, does not coin- 
cide perfectly with such a reconstruction, since 
*sop, not sup, would be expected. Certainly not 
to be separated from this word is Arab. $uf in $ufql 
l-bahri (Lane I, 85), "sea-weed," probably a bor- 
rowing from Coptic. 

P-lk. See Nopek above. 
Pah, (1) the folding trap of the fowler, (2) a 

thin sheet (of metal); note also Syr. pahAa, "a 

e4 Cf. R. C. Thompson, A Dictionary of Assyrian Chexn- 
wtry and Geology (O2:ford 1936), p. 11. 

65 Cf. F. Erozny, Bophkoi-Studien, II (Leipzig 1919), 
p. 87, note 7. 

66 A. Lucas, E7gyptian Materials, p. 303; pp. 317-47. 

snare" (with the denominative verb in the paet 
and ethpaet), Arab. faSh (pl. fi>hah, fqxhxh), idem; 
a denominative verb also occurs in Hebrew, hapeah 
(Is. 42:22). This word, in both its meanings, 
is Egyptian in origin. This is born out by the 
well-known popularity of the fowler's trade in 
Egypt and by the antiquity of the word and its 
derivatives in that language. The Egyptian root 
ph', "to split," is the basis of ph,, "the wooden 
bird-trap" (New Kingdom) and ph', " a plate or 
sheet, as the deck of a ship, the wooden part of a 
wagon, also a sheet of stone." An early borrow- 
ing in Semitic is indicated by the retention of the 
original h in Arabic; the vocalization of the word 
c. 1200 B. C. must have been appro2r. *pdh(h), the 
final ' having been lost or assimilated to the h at 
an early stage. The word has survived in Coptic 
aspas<*pah(heV)<*pahzeV. 

Partoh, " the Pharaoh, king of Egypt." The 
original form of this Pr-', "great house," Copt. 
(p)erro, used as early as the Old Eingdom as a 
designation of the Egyptian ruler. As Steindorf35 67 
and Ranke68 have already pointed out, the word 
occurs in cuneiform transcription as ptrll, reflect- 
ing a contemporary Eg. *peVrto5. The date of the 
borrowing is somewhat difficult to determine since 
the Egyptian form was doubtlessly appro2r. *peVra' 
for a considerable period of time before c. 1200 
B. C. and peVrto(5) after that date. If the form 
were borrowed as *peVra('), one would e2rpect 
*pe974a(X) or the like, unless the quiescence of the 
final a7eph took place in some dialects of Canaanite 
hefore the a > o shift ceased to be operative (c. 1400 
B. C. ) . Or, the tonal lengthened a may have changed 
in coastal areas to o and been taken thus into 
Hebrew: *peVrta()) > *pera(X) > *per > E b 
paroh (sometime between 1200 and 1000 B. C.; 
cf. IIarris, Deve7opment of the Canaanite Diatects, 
p. 61). 

$z, "a ship," having two plural forms $zm and 
stytm. Bondi 69 has equated this with Eg. g'j ( WB 
V, 515), 'a type of river ship," attested in New 
Kingdom Egyptian and later, surviving in Coptic 
as S. B. goi: A. gai, pl. eyew. The Coptic form 

67 G. SteindorB, " Die keilschriftliche Wiedergabe aap- 
tischer Eigennamen," B=A, I, p. 342. 

68 H. Ranke, Zeitschrif tliches Materiol, p. 32. 
69 J. Bondi, Dem hebrdisch-phoenizischen Sprach=weige 

angehorige Lehnworter sn hierogZyphischen und hiera- 
tischen Te$ten (Leipzig 1886), pp. 11, 66. 
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points to an original *ga,j > *gay > goi, or the like. 
In this case we must equate Eg. ai with Heb. t; 
this is difUlcult but also seems necessary in Stn 
(Sain); but compare Heb. 'epah, Eg. 'aipat. As a 
solution to the problem of vocalization Dr. Albright 
suggests that st is a back formation from the plural 
$zytm, which has replaced a proper singular *say; 

compare ttytJn ruins," sing. 'Xy, " The Ruin " 

(n. 1.). 
Qop, " an ape, monkey," pl. qoptm, LXX 7rt6vK6Sn 

Syr. qepa, Akk. uqigu, Gr. K\3OS, KEOS. The 
Egyptian original 70 Of this word is g'f, " a type of 
small ape," attested from the Old Kingdom onward 
( TFB X, IS8 ); the feminine form g'f . t (+bid. ) and 
two other spellings, gwf (WB V, 160), from the 
Middle Kingdom, and g'f (WB V, 155), Dynasty 
19, also occur. The prothetic vowel of the Akka- 
dian form points to a development: Old ELingdom 
*g'ute(y) > Middle Eg. *eg'ufe or *egwute > New 
Eg *eg(')1lfe (Acc uqipu) > *(e)gufe (Heb 
*qup, qop) > *kefeV (Gr. K\oS).7l It is clear that 
we have here another example of the i > e vowel 
shift. 

Qallahaft, "a pot, kettle.' The evidence seems 
to show that the original of this word is Eg. qrAt 
(WB V, 62), "pottery in general, or a single 
vessel," attested since the Old ELingdom. The origi- 
nal vocalization is difficult to posit if we do not 
assume that the middle radical was doubled; it is 
possible, however, that there may have been influ- 
ence on the word from the vocalization of safllahat, 
"a bowl." IIence: *qar(ra)ha(t). Coptic S. A. 
calakt, generally considered as a remnant of this 
word, is clearly a loan word in Egyptian and most 
likely akin to glGlhts, having ultimate source in 
the above mentioned safllahat, or rather, in its 
Canaanite prototype. 

Qeset, " a scribe's vessel, an ink vessel " (so 

70 Because of Sanskrit kapt, " ape, monkey," found as 
early as the Rigveda, there have been many attempts to 
cite this as the original word, Lewisr (Fremd,uvorter, 
p. 6 ) voices that opinion and is followed by Boisacq 
(3rd ed., p. 445). In spite of the antiquity of the San- 
skrit word, the short a-vowel is completely incompatible 
with any of the forms listed above, including the Greek. 
Cf. also B. Landsberger, " Die Fauna des alten Meso- 
potamien," pp. 87-88, for the equation payu = uqup¢ and 
a bibliography of the ape in Mesopotamia. 

71 Such is the view of W. F. Albright, JAOS, 66 
(1946), p. 318, who has rejected his former reconstruc- 
tioIl (Vocalitation, p. 61) as erroIleous. 

GB17), Ezek. 9: 2, 3, 11. W. M. Muller72 has 
identified this IIebrew word with Eg. gstj (WB V, 
207), the scribe's palette." The only consonantal 
difficulty is the representation of Eg. s by Heb. s, 
where we quite often have shin; this would tend 
to show a late borrowing. The vocalization of 
the Egyptian word, then, if after c. 1200 B. C., 
was either *qastt (< *qastey or *qtstey) or *qesttv 
(< *qustey). The assigning of this word to the 
root *qsh is baseless.73 

Susan, "the name of a flower, a lily ( ?)"; Syr. 
and Aram. susanta, Arab. sclussm; Greek vowov.74 
The Egyptian word underlying these forms is sstsn, 
in the Old and Middle Kingdoms, and sstn from 
the Middle Kingdom onward, one st having been 
lost by haplology. In Coptic we find B. sfostenn 

'lily," with assimilation of the first s to st, a pro- 
cess similar to that which must have taken place 
in the Semitic borrowings of the word. The origi- 
nal vocalization cannot be determined with great 
accuracy, but a form *sesasan for the Middle King- 
dom would be approximately correct; by the time 
of the New :}iingdom the word had become *sastarw 
or the like. 

Sittah, "the acacia nilotica," pl. stft1,m. The 
identity of this with Eg. stng (WB IV, 520), Mid- 
dle Kingdom sng.t, written also as sntj in the 
New ELingdom, " the acacia," Copt. sonte: sont, 
Arab. sant, was first established by Erman in 
1892.75 The word is found also in Akkadian as 
samtu.76 The original vocalization must have been 
approximately *sanga ( t ) . 

Saktyot. This word, derived by GB17 from the 
root skh, " to look at," is translated 'an object to 
be looked at"; it has been shown bw Albright,77 
however, to be a loan word from Eg. sk.ty (}'VB 

72W. M. Muller, cs Zwei agyptische Worter im Hebra- 
ischen," OLz, 3, pp. 49-51. 

73 E. Grimme, " Zu hebraischen QST," OLz, 3, p. 149. 
74 Akkadian srsan¢, srsnu, listed by GB17 as a cognate, 

is discussed by G. Thompson} Dictionary of Assyrisn 
Botang, p. 11; it appears to be b¢tom¢s ¢mbellatus L., 
a flowering rush, and cognate to Syriac srsnd. From 
a phonetic point of view, direct identification is impossi- 
ble with Eg. *stason. 

76 A. Ermana " Das Verhaltnis," p. 120. 
76 G. Thompson, Dictronory of Assyrian Botany} p. 184, 

gives only samtt4 as the acacia nilotica; sametu is found 
(ibtd., pp. 31, 3B, 36) in lists of alkalis and is not yet 
identified. 

77 W. F. Albright, " Baal-Zephon," in Festschrift fxr 
A, Bertholet (TubiIlgexl 1950), p. 4, note 3. 
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IV, 315), "a ship," and equivalent to Ugaritic 
tkt.78 Concerning lIeb. s (which is found in the 
standard text) equalling Eg. s, Albright points out 
that the original text was probably skyt, from a 
singular *saklt or the like. The derivation is ex- 
cellent, too, as far as the meaning is concerned: 
in Is. 2: 16 (its only occurrence) it is parallel to 
'onq>yot, "vessels, ships." The Egyptian prototype 
would appear to be *seVkttevy. 

S;Wsah, " to plunder." Albright has shown that 
this verb and its secondary formation sascls, is an 
Egyptian importation into Canaanite.79 Since his 
discussion on the cuneiform suzu-me is complete 
in itself, I refer the reader to it and cite here only 
the high points. Cuneiform suzu-me is a Canaanite 
plural participle, equivalent to IIeb. sosiym, " plun- 
derers, raiders "; the spelling z = somekh (then an 
afEricative) is normal. " It is likely that the 
(Canaanite) verb itself is ultimately a denomina- 
tive from Eg. sasu, 'nomads, marauders,' whence 
Coptic sos, 'shepherd,' itself derived from a very 
ancient native Egyptian word s,s, ' to traverse.' 
Under no circumstances can the Egyptian word be 
derilJed from Canaanite, as thought by Max Muller 
and others." 

Sa'atnez, " a garment woven from two dif3Terent 
kinds of material (wool and linen)," Lev. 19: 19 
and Deut. 22: 11. Dr. Albright suggests that this 
word is Egyptian in origin, from an unattested 
*£'d-ng, composed of the New Egyptian words s'd 
(WB IV, 422), "to cut," Copt. soot: sot, and ng 
(WB II, 376), "thread," possibly the source of 
Copt. nat: net: net, " a loom, spider-web." As the 
basis of the conjectured word one mav cite Eg. 
sht-ng, "to weave," composed of sht, "to weave " 
(WB IV, 263), and the latter above. The IIebrew 
form could indicate an earlier *satt-ni>z, but the 
possible Coptic cognate suggests that the Egyptian 
prototype was *sa'd-nug > *sa'd-neg, from which 
the IIebrew word was borrowed after c. 1200 }3. a. 
The preservation of the final g, in view of the 
Coptic form, may be the result of a dissimilatory 

q8 The identification of Eg. skty and Ugar. tkt is made 
also by A. Alt, " Agyptisch-ugaritisches," AfO, XV 
(1951), pp. 69-74, and by Driver in the T. H. Robinson 
volume, StAl4dies in Old Testarnent Prophecy ( 1950 ), 
p. 52f. 

q9 W. F. Albright, " An Archaic Hebrew Proverb in an 
Amarna Letter from Central Palestine," BASOR, 89, 
p. 32, note 27. 

tendency because of the preceding d; it may, on 
the other hand, indicate an earlier borrowing than 
here suggested. 

Sayistn "white marble"; Syr. ststvn Aram. st".80 
The SIebrew form stayist is found only once (I 
Chron. 29: 2); a variant (the primary form?) 
stest occurs twice (Ct. S:15; Esther I:6).. With 
this is to be compared Eg. sts' ( WB IV, 540 ), 
"alabaster," attested since the Pyramid texts. I 
would suspect an original vocalization *stts (> lIeb. 
*stsu > *stes > staytsn as a back-formation). The 
Syriac and Aramaic forms would then exhibit the 
original vowel. 

Restn "byssus, fine linen," Eg. sts (WB IV, 539), 
" linen," attested since the Middle :Kingdom; Copt. 
S. A. B. stens is the remnant of the compound ss- 

nsw, "the king's linen, royal linen." Stricker 
says: "L'existence d'un homonyme stestn 'albatre,' 
prouve que ce n'est pas a sts-nsw que cet emprunt 
remonte, mais au simplex *stes' (fin lin ou albatre), 
comme l'a deja vu M. Muller dans le dictionnaire 
de Gesenius." I cannot see, however, what reason 
Stricker has for assuming that the two sts'ns were 
homonymes in Egyptian, though they may well 
have been, or why the existence of Eg. stes' "ala- 
baster," proves that IIeb. stest is from the simples 
sts and not from the compound sts-nswn the IIebrew 
prototype being approximately *sttns from Eg. 
tsens or the like. There is not yet enough evi- 
dence for a confident reconstruction of the original 
vocalization. 

Tahrci', Ex. 28: 32; 39: 23. It would seem from 
the two attestations of the word that it refers not 
to hide or leather, but to a specific type of garment 
which is put on over the head and has the opening 
for the head stitched with a hem to prevent tear- 
ing. For this reason Muller's (GB17) suggestion 
that the tahra' is a loanword from Eg. dhr (WB 
V, 481), "the hide of an animal," must remain 
open to serious doubt. Phonological considerations 
add further difficulties: (1) Eg. d should appear 
as Heb. t; (2) the ' at the end of the H:ebrew 
word is left unexplained. 

80 Akkadian sassu, listed by GBlq as a cognate, is 
shown by R. C. Thompson, Dictionary of Assyrion (:7hern- 
rstry and Geology, p. 61, to mean gold, probably a result 
of *samsu > *sansu> sassu. See also B. Meissner, Ber- 
trave zurn Assyrischen Worterbuch II (Chicago 1932), 
pp. 67-69. 

81 B. H. Stricker, " Trois etudes," p. 12. 
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